Homework Grid

Year Group (teacher):

FS2 (Miss
Crodden)

Half term:

Autumn 1

Key Skills

This is our new homework grid, which is for this half term. You can complete any of the activities on the grid and then bring it into school to show us. If you are not sure, find an activity difficult
or want to tell us anything, see your teacher so that we can help.
Maths Handwriting- Keep practising writing all the letters in your name. If you can
write your first name then have a go and practise your surname.

Reading- try and share a book
5 times a week with someone in your
family.

Practice counting out objects and
writing your numbers to 10. Can
you put them in the right order?
Done this? Try
numbers to 20.

watch it grow. What changes can you

Make some porridge. What

see?

you like…e.g.
playdough, paints,
cardboard boxes.

sort and draw
them?

the actions as well!

Get CreativeBake a cake. Write

Literacy- Visit

or draw your

the Library and read some

recipe.

books.
Get active - Go for a walk or a

Research- find things at home
that are hard and soft. Can you

you can remember

of what you can see.

bear out of anything

Who is your favourite character?

Goldilocks. See if

explore! Draw a picture

Get creative- Make a

in Goldilocks. Can you write their names?

re-tell the story of

park or woods and

ingredients did you need?

Literacy- Draw pictures of the characters

Story telling-

Get Creative- Go to the

Get Creative- Plant a seed and

bike ride. Draw a picture of the
Maths- find some things
that are big and small. Which is the
biggest and which is the smallest?
Can you draw them?

Together we are Porter Croft

things you see and
hear.

Phonics- Find objects that start with
the sounds s, a, t, p, i, n. Can you
draw them? Can you write a label for
them?

p

